
If the letter heights are wrong ...
These samples illustrate typical faults in various styles. When you are writing out exercises for a pupil it is a
good idea to keep approximately to their style and slant. As you can see each style seems to encourage different
faults. The first one seems to be joining up before he has got the right idea about the different heights of letters.
The exercises for this pupil will need to be in separate letters before he goes back to joins – and even then it
might be better if he did not join from ascending letters.

The next sample illustrates the particular faults that might arise from a style with this ‘f ’, ‘b’ and open ‘p’. The
sample that slopes backwards came from a left-hander. It illustrates that as ‘f ’ is the only letter that can both
ascend and descend. If written as a long letter it can be simplified to a straight line with a crossbar. 

Twelve rules of legibility
As handwriting matures and speed forces some modifications, letters need no longer be written absolutely
perfectly. Words like ‘must look’ and ‘be indicated’ are used rather than ‘must be’ or ‘must appear’ over the page.
These words reflect the realities of mature scripts. The twelve rules illustrated on page 40 are showing what
liberties you can take and get away with, and what you cannot – and what happens when you go too far. 
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If the letter heights are wrong ...

Make letters the right height or your writing will be difficult to read.

These sequences help to correct the letter heightsThis says ‘hill will’ and ‘here were’. The short ‘h‘
and bad joins from the ‘w’ muddle the words.

Here the letters that should go below the line cause the trouble.

You can simplify the letter ‘f’ but it must go below the line or it looks like a ‘t’. See the short ‘h’.

‘f’ and ‘I’ are too short. A stroke left off the ‘u’ in ‘grateful’ makes matters worse.

This says ‘be fit for a bit of painting’ but the letter ‘f’ is too short and can get confused with the
open ‘b’. The open ‘p’ is too short. It looks like a letter ‘n’.
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